
Turn to the back of 
your books…

As your classmate explains 
what’s in the bag, try and draw 
this in the back of your books.

Can you guess what it is?

?



AN INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM
To build an introductory knowledge of 
the world religion Buddhism.

To learn at least 2 new facts about 
Buddhism.

http://www.truetube.co.uk/film/holy-cribs-
vihara

http://www.truetube.co.uk/film/holy-cribs-vihara


YOUNGEST

Buddhism is the youngest world 
religion. Do you know which the 

oldest is?

LEADER
It was founded by a man called 

Siddhartha Gautama (also known as 
the Buddha) and is followed by 

people all over the world.

Siddhartha spent years searching for 
the answer to how we stop suffering. 
Part of stopping suffering is following 

the 8 fold path.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3gK4VO
9roE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3gK4VO9roE




Learning walk:
Around the room there is some information about Buddhism. Use 
this to help you complete  the smaller boxes on your worksheet. 

DV-Q = A development question

In pairs, discuss the development 
questions. Using your subject 

knowledge from the fact sheets 
and your own thoughts, have a go 
at writing a short response to the 

questions.

To build an introductory knowledge of the world religion Buddhism.
To learn at least 2 new facts about Buddhism.



Plenary 1: Odd one out

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=SpK1Q70iI69gXM&tbnid=YEi4-xYw1fIacM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.bootic.com/buddha-groove/_shop/intricate-design-brass-buddha-statue-13-inches-high&ei=QzsCU9-HJ8r40gXohIDQBw&bvm=bv.61535280,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNHthcVEL0k_id1Vf3-b7L2opIopaw&ust=1392741438283269


Where was the Buddha 
born?

Where did Buddhism 
begin?

What colour are monks 
robes?

What is a Buddhist 
temple called?

What is placed in front of a 
Buddha statue and why?

Why do you think a statue is used in 
Buddhism worship?

Why do you think it is important to be 
reminded that we don’t live forever?

Why do you think a Buddhist temple 
is important for Buddhists to go to?

Why do monks robes have certain 
colours?

DV-Q

DV-QDV-Q

DV-Q



Where was the Buddha 
born?

Where did Buddhism 
begin?

What colour are monks 
robes?

What is a Buddhist 
temple called?

What is placed in front of a 
Buddha statue and why?

Why do you think the Buddha statue 
has big ears?

Why do you think it is important to be 
reminded that we don’t live forever?

Why do you think a Buddhist temple 
is important for Buddhists to go to?

Why do monks robes have certain 
colours?

DV-Q

DV-QDV-Q

DV-Q
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Homework:
Find 5 NEW facts about Buddhism and be ready 
to share at the start of next lesson.

To build an introductory knowledge of the world religion Buddhism.
To learn at least 2 new facts about Buddhism.
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